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Introduction 
• An entrepreneur is an enterprising individual who builds 

capital through risk and initiative. 

• The term was originally a loanword from French and was 
first defined by the Irish-French economist Richard 
Cantillon. 

• Entrepreneur in English is a term applied to a person who is 
willing to help launch a new venture or enterprise and 
accept full responsibility for the outcome. 

• Jean-Baptiste Say, a French economist, is believed to have 
coined the word “entrepreneur” in the 19th century. 

• He defined an entrepreneur as one who undertakes an 
enterprise, especially a contractor, acting as intermediary 
between capital and labour.



ENTREPRENEURSHIP

• Entrepreneurship is the dynamic process of creating incremental wealth. 
The wealth is created by individuals who assume the major risks in terms 
of equity, time and/or career commitment or provide value for some 
product or service. The product or service may or may not be new or 
unique, but value must somehow be infused by the entrepreneur by 
receiving and locating the necessary skills and resources efficiently and 
effectively.

• Entrepreneurship is thus considered as the process of creating something 
new with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming the 
accompanying financial, psychic, and social risks, and receiving the 
resulting rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction and independence 
that comes with it.



WHAT IS ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

DEVELOPMENT?
• Entrepreneurship development is concerned with the study of

entrepreneurial behaviour, the dynamics of business set-up,
development and expansion of the enterprise. Entrepreneurship
development (ED) refers to the process of enhancing entrepreneurial
skills and knowledge through structured training and institution-
building programmes. It basically aims to enlarge the base of
entrepreneurs in order to hasten the pace at which new ventures are
created. This accelerates employment generation and economic
development.

• Entrepreneurship development focuses on the individual who wishes to
start or expand a business. Small and medium enterprise (SME)
development, on the other hand, it also focuses on developing the
enterprise, whether or not it employs or is led by individuals who can
be considered entrepreneurial. Furthermore, entrepreneurship
development concentrates more on growth potential and innovation
than SME development does. However, many of the lessons learned
from experiences in both types of development are similar.



Characteristics of an Entrepreneur

• Willingness to work hard

• Desire for high achievement

• Work independent

• Highly optimistic

• Good foresight

• Good organizer

• Innovative character

• Risk taking

• Secrecy maintained

• Communication skill



• Opportunity explorer

• Motivator

• Disciplined

• Confidence

• Open Minded

• Self-Starter

• Competitive

• Creativity

• Determination

• Strong work ethic

• Passion



Role or Importance of an Entrepreneur 

in Economic Development
• Co-ordinating Role

• Agents Role

• Role of Innovation

• Imitating Role

• Risk Assumption Role

• Capital Formation Role

• Employment Generation Role

• Export Promotion Role

• Role as a Competitor

• Role in equal distribution of wealth



Classification of Entrepreneurs

As per the view of Clarance

❖Innovative Entrepreneur

❖Imitative Entrepreneur

❖Fabian Entrepreneur

❖Drone Entrepreneur



On the basis of Business Handled

❖Business Entrepreneurs

❖Trading Entrepreneurs

❖Industrial Entrepreneurs

❖Corporate Entrepreneurs

❖Agricultural Entrepreneurs



On the basis of use of Technology

❖Technical Entrepreneur

❖Non-Technical Entrepreneurs

❖Professional Entrepreneurs



On the basis of Motivation

❖Pure Entrepreneurs

❖Induced Entrepreneurs

❖Motivated Entrepreneurs

❖Spontaneous Entrepreneurs



On the basis of Growth 

❖Growth Entrepreneurs

❖Super Growth Entrepreneurs



On the basis of the stages of Development

❖First Generation Entrepreneur

❖Modern Entrepreneur

❖Classical Entrepreneur



Other types of Entrepreneurs

❖ Innovative Entrepreneurs

❖ Institutional Entrepreneurs

❖ Inheritance Entrepreneurs

❖ Technical Entrepreneurs

❖ Forced Entrepreneurs

❖ Solo Entrepreneurs



Factors Influencing Entrepreneurship

Economic Factors:

1. Capital

2. Labour

3. Market

4. Transport

Geographical Factors:
1. Availability of Raw-materials

2.Power Resources

3.Climate Condition

Social Factors:

1.Legitimacy of Entrepreneurship

2.Religion

3.Family System

4. Social Mobility

5. Security

Political Factors

Cultural Factors



Difference between Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship

Entrepreneur Entrepreneurship

1. It refers to person It refers to a function

2. He is a visualizes It is a vision

3. He is a creator It is the creation

4. He is an organizer It is an organization

5. He is an innovator It is an innovation

6. He is a technician It is a technology

7. He is an initiator It is a initiation

8. He is a decision maker It is a decision

9. He is a planner It is a planning

10. He is a leader It is a leadership

11. He is a motivator It is motivation



Difference between Professional Manager and Entrepreneur

Professional Manager Entrepreneur

1. He is the servant in an enterprise 
owned by some other entrepreneur

He is the owner of the enterprise 
maintained by him

2. He do not undertake to bear the risk 
since he is a mere servant

He undertake to bear the risk of loss of all 
kinds because he is the owner of an 
enterprise

3.He should be loyal to the organization He is committed in the organization

4. He get salary as a reward for his 
services

He gets profit as consideration

5. He doesn't assume the responsibility of 
innovation

He is essentially an innovator

6. He needs to possess a distinct 
qualification

He need not possess any distinct 
qualification



Women Entrepreneur
Women Entrepreneurs are defined as these who operate and control an
enterprise and their holding of the enterprise is at least 51 percent.

They represent a group of women who have broken away from beaten track
and are exploring new ventures of economic participation.

“Women Entrepreneurship” means an act of business ownership and
business creation that empowers women economically increases their
economic strength as well as position in society.

Women-entrepreneurs have been making a considerable impact in all most
all the segments of the economy.

“Women Entrepreneur” is a person who denies the role of their personal
needs to participate and be accepted economically independent. Strong
desire to do something positive is a high-quality women entrepreneur who
contributes to the position values of family and social life .



Features of Women Entrepreneur
• Sense of Responsibility: Women Entrepreneur feel a deep sense of personal responsibilities for the

outcomes of ventures they start.

• Imagination: Women entrepreneur have a good sense of imagination, fantasy and creativity. They
always remain innovative and thinking for the new.

• Persistence: Women entrepreneur have strong desire to convert their dream into reality. They prefer
to achieve self-determine goal.

• High level of Optimism: Women entrepreneur generally succeed in their venture due to their
confidence in their ability and a high level of optimism.

• Attribute to work hard: Enterprising women have further ability to work hard. The imaginative
ideas have to come to a fair play. Hard work is needed to build up an enterprise.

• Flexibility: Due to feminine nature, women entrepreneurs have their ability to adapt to the changing
demands of their customers and their businesses.

• Organizing Capacity: Women are good managers. That is why women entrepreneurs know how to
put the right people and resources together to accomplish a task or to achieve a goal.



Problems faced by Women Entrepreneurs in India
1. Lack focus on Career Obligations Indian women do not focus on their career obligations in the same

manner as they do on their family and personal life. Despite having excellent entrepreneurial abilities,

they do not focus on their career obligations. Their lack of focus towards their career creates a problem

in promoting women entrepreneurship.

2. Economic Instability of women The economic stability of Indian women is in a very poor state as they

lack proper education that is crucial for becoming self-dependent. Women in rural areas can’t take any

entrepreneurial.

3. Lack of Risk taking ability Our educational system is very primitive and creating awareness about

woman’s capacities and their hidden powers to handle economic activities. Most of the women are not

performing entrepreneurial activities because they are not having the proper capacities and risk making

ability.

4. Arrangement of Finance& Raw Material Arrangement of finance is a major problem that is faced by

women entrepreneurs. Their access to external sources of finance is very limited because of their poor

economic condition in the society .As such; they find it difficult to be an entrepreneur as they lack the

risk taking ability because of poor financial assistance. Another problem faced by them is shortage of

raw-material and difficulty faced by the women entrepreneur in arranging good quality raw material at

competitive prices.



5. Cut-throat Competition Women entrepreneurs have to face tough competition not only from
industry but also from their male counterparts . Surviving this cut-throat competition and
achieving the aim of producing quality product at competitive price is not an easy task for
the women entrepreneurs.

6. Low levels of literacy amongst women Illiteracy is the root cause of socioeconomic
biasedness that prevails in the society and that doesn’t let women achieve economic
independency. Due to lack of Knowledge of latest technology and proper education, it
becomes difficult for women to set up their own enterprises.

7. Problems in getting financial assistance by banks & Financial Institutions Banks and 
financial institutions help finance small and medium size firm operators to get financial 
assistance. But these banks and financial institutions don’t readily provide credit to women 
entrepreneurs because they doubt the credit worthiness of women entrepreneurs. The irony is 
that according to a report by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO), woman’s loan repayment rates are higher than men's but still financial institutes 
doubt their loan repayment abilities. 

8. Marketing Problems Women entrepreneurs face problems in marketing of their products as 
this area is mainly dominated by males and womenfail to make a mark in this area. Women 
entrepreneur also find it difficult to capture the market and make their products popular and 
they often take the help of middlemen in marketing their products who often charge high 
commission from them.



9. Less support towards family In business women have to devote long hours and as 
a result, they find it difficult to meet the demands of their family members and 
society as well. As such they become incapable in attending to domestic work, 
attending to the needs of their children which lead to conflict in their personal lives 
and they find it difficult to work as an women entrepreneur. 

10. High cost of production: High cost of production adversely affects the 
development of women entrepreneurs. The high cost of factors of production & 
the raw material makes it difficult for the women entrepreneur to operate in the 
industry. Government assistance in the form of grant and subsidies to some extent 
enables them to tide over the difficult situations. Other than the high cost of 
production, women entrepreneurs also face the problems of labor, human 
resources, infrastructure, legal formalities, overload of work, mistrust etc that are 
associate with every business enterprise. 

11. Lack of self-confidence and self-esteem amongst women: - A strong mental 
outlook and an optimistic attitude amongst women are required amongst women 
to be an entrepreneur. But it has been noticed that women lack these qualities 
required in setting up their own enterprises. Thus, not having the required 
confidence that is needed by today’s women to move ahead creates resistance in 
their being a good entrepreneur.



Remedial Measures to Improve Women 
Entrepreneurs In India

• Creating Awareness 
• Offering Concession
• Simple Legal Formalities
• Co-operation from Agencies
• Financial Assistance
• Training and Development Programmes
• Women’s Cell
• Single window Approach
• Women entrepreneurs Associations
• Women co-operatives



Rural Entrepreneurs

Rural entrepreneurs are those who carry out entrepreneurial activities by 
establishing industrial and business units in the rural sector of the 
economy. 
In other words, establishing industrial and business units in the rural areas 
refers to rural entrepreneurship. In simple words, rural entrepreneurship 
implies entrepreneurship emerging in rural areas. Or, say, rural 
entrepreneurship implies rural industrialisation. Thus, we can say, 
entrepreneurship precedes industrialization.

Definition:
Rural industries and business organisations in rural areas generally 
associated with agriculture and allied activities to agriculture. 
According to KVIC (Khadi and Village Industry Commission), "village 
industries or Rural industry means any industry located in rural areas, 
population of which does not exceed 10,000 or such other figure which 
produces any goods or renders any services with or without use of power 
and in which the fixed capital investment per head of an artisan or a 
worker does not exceed a thousand rupees".



Types of Rural Industries:

• Agro Based Industries: like sugar industries, jiggery, oil processing 
from oil seeds, pickles, fruit juice, spices, diary products etc.

• Forest Based Industries: like wood products, bamboo products, 
honey, coir industry, making eating plates from leaves.

• Mineral based industry: like stone crushing, cement industries, red 
oxide making, wall coating powders etc.

• Textile Industry: like spinning, weaving, coloring, bleaching.

• Engineering and Services: like agriculture equipments, tractors 
and pumpsets repairs etc.



Challenges faced by Rural Entrepreneurs

❖Financial Challenges

❖Marketing Challenges

❖Managerial Challenges

❖Technological Challenges

❖Policy Challenges

❖Human Resource Challenges

❖Other Challenges



Agricultural Entrepreneur

An “agricultural entrepreneur” is an individual or group with
the right to use or exploit the land or other related elements
required to carry out agricultural, forestry or mixed
activities.

Agricultural Entrepreneurship can be defined as being
primarily related to the marketing and production of various
agricultural products.

Agricultural Entrepreneurship is also related to agricultural
inputs. Examples of areas where agricultural entrepreneurs
associate themselves include dairy, forestry, and
horticulture. Production and marketing of agricultural inputs
and outputs (Dairy, horticulture, forestry)



Challenges of Agricultural Entrepreneurs

• Environment Challenges

• Policy Challenges

• Marketing Challenges

• Infrastructural Challenges

• Financial Challenges

• Managerial and labor Challenges

• Other Challenges

1. Poor farming techniques



2. Lack of branded output

3. Inadequate disease control facilities

4. Low productivity resulting in low revenue

5. Lack of price support system by the govt.

6. Weak implementation of agricultural laws

7.Limited public agricultural institutions




